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How are three of our top competitors treating the  
Discover, Sign-up, Spin-up experience?  

How do they integrate multiple service offerings? 
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AWS is like going to the lumber yard to buy the raw wood, 
then to the hardware store to get the nails and concrete. It gives 
users the construction material to build whatever they want.


• IaaS but exploring PaaS offerings
• Robust offerings that appeal most to Enterprise users
• Requires user expertise or hired support to use

Azure is like going to Home Depot for a managed DIY 
experience. It provides users with free range or packaged 
solutions depending on their needs.


• Both IaaS and PaaS offerings
• Similar robust offerings as AWS but they hidden behind

easy to use interfaces
• Easy to use out of the box, and offers support options for

more complex Enterprise needs

Heroku is like assembling a prefab house online with options 
that appeal to users but a limited range of choice.


• PaaS
• Simple offerings that meet the needs of start-ups dev but

are now expanding into the Enterprise market.
• Most popular in developer community because it is easy

to use, quick to learn, and lets them do the work they
love.

“Out of the box” ease of use

Low High

HerokuAzureAWS

Amount of offerings

Low High

Heroku Azure AWS

Managed service level

Low High

AzureAWS Heroku

Overview
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The Developer’s Journey
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The Discovery Process
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Overview - Key products and attributes for Developers
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“Out of the box” ease of use

Low High

HerokuAzureAWS

Amount of offerings

Low High

Heroku Azure AWS

Managed service level

Low High

AzureAWS Heroku

AWS is like going to the lumber yard to buy the raw wood, 
then to the hardware store to get the nails and concrete. It gives 
users the construction material to build whatever they want.


• IaaS but exploring PaaS offerings
• Robust offerings that appeal most to Enterprise users
• Requires user expertise or hired support to use
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DATABASES 

Divided into Amazon 
branded groups for 
relational, non relational 
and caching. 

ANALYTICS 

Separated into a different 
section of AWS, following 
Amazon branded versions 
of platforms like Hadoop
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1. Contact Information

2. Payment Information
Includes: overview of free pricing tier

3. Identity Verification
Completed by phone. ~ 2 Minutes

4. Support Plan
Free tier is automatically selected

Easy to follow steps but all users information  
required at the beginning: 
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Basic            Free

Developer     $49/Month

Business       $100+

Enterprise     $15,000


• Developer &
Business are
charged on credit
card

• Enterprise requires
higher touch sales
process

• Basic if free

Choosing support is a required  
part of the sign-up process 
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Spinning up a Database
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• Amazon’s strategy is to give users
precise control over the setup of their
database.
• It reinforces the notion that Amazon

designs for experts well versed in
databases as well as the AWS
system in general.
• This is in contrast to a developer who

cares more about code than the
database that powers it.
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• Services divided by business
need-based solutions.
• Illustrations make it easy to find.
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“Out of the box” ease of use

Low High

HerokuAzureAWS

Amount of offerings

Low High

Heroku Azure AWS

Managed service level

Low High

AzureAWS Heroku

Azure is like going to Home Depot for a managed DIY 
experience. It provides users with free range or packaged 
solutions depending on their needs.


• Both IaaS and PaaS offerings
• Similar robust offerings as AWS but they hidden behind

easy to use interfaces
• Easy to use out of the box, and offers support options for

more complex Enterprise needs
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• Databases and Analytics are in two
separate sections, behind the menu.
There is no “data section” or landing
page for the entire group, just the
individual products

• The Only call out for a DBaaS on the
homepage is for SQL Databases.
Copy reads “Managed Relational SQL
Database-as-a-Service”
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• Highlights scalability, performance,
SLA, etc… as well as “Self managed
for near zero maintenance”

• Shows customers who use service
right below
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1. Create Microsoft Account

2. Verify Microsoft Account
Uses: Code sent by email

3. Create Azure Account
Requires: Verification by phone,
adding credit card to account

NOTE 
User must create a 
Microsoft account and 
then an Azure account
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Spinning up a database
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• While spinning up an azure SQL Database is
fairly straight forward and simple.
• more concerned with creating settings that

relate to billing and performance.
• If users care about a database that will scale

easily, it leaves one to assume that their
database won’t scale unless they change
service tier and performance level.
• Secondly, what happens if they haven’t selected

the correct subscription level?

1. SQL Databases on Sidebar and Click 
“Create a SQL Database”

2. Specify subscription, service tiers, performance and
SQL Server

3. If no SQL Server set up, set user a username, password
and region for server.
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•Visual systems map shows how multiple
elements work together for all scales of
•Each offering shows type of service in

quick read description
•Popular solutions shows successful

combinations of offerings
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“Out of the box” ease of use

Low High

HerokuAzureAWS

Amount of offerings

Low High

Heroku Azure AWS

Managed service level

Low High

AzureAWS Heroku

Heroku is like assembling a prefab house online with 
with options that appeal to users but a limited range 
of choice.


• PaaS
• Simple offerings that meet the needs of start-

ups dev but are now expanding into the
Enterprise market.
•Most popular in developer community because

it is easy to use, quick to learn, and lets them do
the work they love.
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Heroku has traditionally focused on solo 
developers and small teams. However, it is evident 
it is focused on serving enterprise customers, and 
will likely be aided in the fact that developers love 
Heroku.

Heroku doesn’t have a separate landing page for 
its main DBaaS, postgres. Instead it focused on 
the integration of PaaS services to “build, run and 
scale” apps. 
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1. Create Heroku Account
No Credit Card Required

2. Set Password
After confirmation of email address

Heroku is similar to Bluemix - it doesn’t 
require a credit during signup, and only 
prompts a user for one when they want 
to use a paid service. 
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• Estimated cost updates at top, always
visible on screen

• Managed features & pricing tiers for
Postgres DBaaS. Mentions “fully managed”
but only in subheadline

• Support tiers are at the very bottom

There is no call out for premium support 
on the sign up page.


It is only on the pricing page, placed at 
the bottom of the page. It is something 
users need to look for, as opposed to 
AWS which includes it as a step in their 
signup process. 
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1. Select Database in main navigation on
account dashboard

2. First Time Use: CTA to create a
database and indication of how long it will
take to spin up a database: 1-5 minutes

3. Select database by pricing level. Easy
to miss free and low cost plan

Note: Clicking on the Database tile in the navigation takes 
you out of the main dashboard into a “Heroku Postgres” 
space, with no easy way to get back.  
Bad UX practice!

4. Database with auto assigned name and
overview of settings appears in postgres
dashboard
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•Offerings categorized by add-ons; 
top buttons; and top build packs. 
But no integration mentioned.

•Number of deployments show 

how popular each offering is base 
on community use
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“Out of the box” ease of use

Low High

HerokuAzureAWS

Amount of offerings

Low High

Heroku Azure AWS

Managed service level

Low High

AzureAWS Heroku

Recap
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How might we offer the robustness of AWS, the do-it-for-me options of
Azure, and the simple, friendly vibe of Heroku?




